Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

32

RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First)
Ware, Spencer 11-23-91 (25) Hatzipanagiotis, Joseph

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM
TEAM
13 - 6th - SEA
Kansas City Chiefs
CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played Games Started Games Won
Winning % Positions StartedCaptain

Louisiana St. (LAST)

27
INJURIES
KEY STATS

16

22

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD

5101 229

81%

RB/FB

No

2016: Concussion (Missed Week 9), Rib (Missed Week 17) 2015: Played
through hamstring, rib, and ankle injuries, missed no games. 2013: Ankle
(Missed Weeks 3-17, went on I.R. in Week 9)
2016: Led team in rushing yards (921) and finished 6th in the league in
receiving yards amongst RB's (447). 4 fumbles (tied for 5th in the league
amongst RB's), losing 3. 2015: Finished third on the team in rushing yards
(403) and first in TD's (6) on only 72 carries.

4.62

NA

MEASURABLES
Hand Vert

Arm

3 Cone

SS

30.1 9.63 35.5 7.07 4.27

Broad Bench

119

17

Tapes Viewed 2016: vs NYJ 9/25, at OAK 10/16, vs TB 11/20, at DEN 11/27, vs TEN 12/18
Finishing with Power at the POA, Receiving Ability, Competitive Toughness
BEST
Long Speed, Explosiveness, Acceleration
WORST
PROJECTION Rotational RB you can win with who can set a physical tone with his size and ability to
finish runs with strength. Can threaten LB's as a receiver due to his ability to adjust to
poorly thrown balls while naturally transitioning upfield as a runner. Lacks the ideal
explosiveness and long speed that you want out of a lead back, and will need to be
paired with another runner who can provide that added dimension.

SCHEME FIT

Can produce in either Gap or Zone schemes, would ideally be used as part of an
offense that emphasizes getting the ball to their RB’s in the passing game.

SUMMARY
Fourth-year RB who has started 16 of 27 games, including 14 of 14 in 2016, missing Week 9 with a
concussion and Week 17 with a rib injury. Played 53% of the snaps on the season, which was most
on the team amongst RB’s and fourth on the team amongst WR’s/RB’s/TE’s despite the fact that he
missed two games. Primarily utilized on Zone and Gap runs, and on screens and flares in the pass
game, was often substituted out in clear passing situations and was not often used as a pass
protector. Second season playing under HC/play-caller Andy Reid. Has a thick, square frame with
very good weight, solid height and hand size, along with solid AA, including solid short area
quickness, lateral agility and balance, and adequate explosiveness. Displays good mental
processing and vision on Zone runs, patiently sets up blocks by pressing the gap without
committing too early, and then shows solid burst through the hole once he picks a lane. Shows
solid lateral agility to cut back across gaps when necessary. Solid vision and mental processing on
Gap runs, allowing his blocks to set up with proper timing without pressing the direction of the
designed hole too early, and shows the ability to improvise, particularly on outside runs by
reading the positioning of the opposition and adjusting his path. Hits the hole square and drives
forward with solid burst on Gap-based runs. Good ability to finish and gain yards after contact,
showing the ability to maintain his balance, play behind his pads and lower his shoulder with good
pad level, and then fall forward with good play strength 1 on 1 against LB’s and DB’s. Very good
receiver out of the backfield, shows solid short area quickness to separate at the top of routes that
give him 2-way go’s across the middle of the field vs. LB’s, and very good ability to adjust to balls
thrown high or behind him, secure the catch, and then smoothly transition upfield for YAC,
especially on screens and short dump-offs in the flat. Solid ability as blocker, displaying solid hand
use with good physical toughness and a desire to engage. Good competitive and physical
toughness to finish runs, not shying away from contact against all levels of competition, and solid
mental toughness, showing the ability to make plays at critical junctures late in games and on 3rd
down Adequate explosiveness, elusiveness and play speed, doesn’t show the ability to gain many
more yards than what is blocked and doesn’t outrun the pursuit angles of the opposition.
Struggles to accelerate back to top speed once his initial momentum is slowed and lacks the
change of direction necessary to elude defenders in the hole to break into the open field once he
gets to the 2nd level of the defense. Adequate mental processing in pass protection to sift through
the defensive front and identify his responsibility. Rotational RB you can win with who can set a
physical tone with his size and ability to finish runs with strength. Can threaten LB’s as a receiver
due to his ability to adjust to poorly thrown balls while naturally transitioning upfield as a runner.
Lacks the ideal explosiveness and long speed that you want out of a lead back, and will need to be
paired with another runner who can provide that added dimension.

